
September 25, 2022—”Rally Time” 

LOVE GOD, LOVE PEOPLE, AND SERVE THE WORLD 

  

RALLY: To come together again to renew an effort and join 
in a common cause in order to continue fighting after a  
defeat or dispersion. 

 

lIn the New Testament there are over ______ references to 
either the return of Christ or the last days. 

 

The second coming of Jesus is mentioned 329 times in the 
Bible, making it the ____________most frequently mentioned  

doctrine in all of scripture.  

 

lThe book of Revelation gives more definitive details about 
the future and our relationship to it than any other book or 
prophecy in the _________. 

 

The threefold outline of Revelation: 

 1.  Things that you have seen. 

 2.  Things that are. 

 3.  Things that are to come. 

Revelation 1   Jesus walking among the Churches. 

Revelation 2-3  The Church Age.   

Revelation 4   The Rapture and Glory of Heaven. 

Revelation 5-19  The Great Tribulation. 

Revelation 19-20  The Second Coming of Jesus.   

Revelation 21-22  A new Heaven and Earth. 

 

QUESTION: Is attending church important to my life? Why or 
why not? And how does this relate to the end times? 
Hebrews 10:25  

 

The American church needs a shot of spiritual caffeine,       
to make us wake up to our mission, and get the                  

hustle back in our step! 
Ezekiel 37:1-3 

lThe greater ________________in Christ will help us to rally, to 
rise up, and BE the church once again, and not simply exist. 

 

How Do We Prepare? 

 1. Don’t be __________________. Matthew 24:11 

 2. Remain ____________________. Matthew 24:13  

 3. Pray for ____________________. 2 Chronicles 7:14,15 

 

Revival never comes by surprise. Revival always comes in   
response to concerted prayer by God’s people. 

  

4. Draw people to __________. Acts 1:8 

                                                                                                               
We are called to change a city, not just live in a city.                                                                        

Answers: infecting, 300, second, world, confidence, deceived, faithful, revival, Jesus. 

*all verses were taken from the NLT unless otherwise noted. 


